
Previous Unlimited

1 Line $45 $45 $70 $65 $60

3 Lines $135 $100 $135 $135 $105

2 Lines $90 $80 $120 $120 $90

4 Lines $180 $120 $140 $140 $120

Start Unlimited
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Comcast recently introduced new 5G unlimited data options 
for its top-rated mobile service, X� nity Mobile, that rival those 
o� ered by the nation’s big three wireless providers. 

The new unlimited data options provide X� nity Mobile customers even more � exibility to 
customize the way they pay for cellular data and save money.

Starting at $45 for one line, the lowest entry price for unlimited 
data in the market, unlimited pricing for X� nity Mobile is now 
$80 for two lines, $100 for three lines, and $120 for four lines 
($30 per line). 

Using X� nity Mobile’s increasingly all-digital experience with 
the X� nity Mobile app, customers can mix and match between 
Unlimited or By-the-Gig shared data at 1GB for $15, 3GB for 
$30, or 10GB for $60, and they can switch any line between 
these options at any time – even on the last day of the billing 
cycle. 

The service has no activation fees, no line access fees, and 
includes nationwide unlimited talk and text. All of these 
features, plus the ability to auto-connect to more than 20 
million X� nity WiFi hotspots, help most customers save up to 
$400 a year on their mobile bill.

X� nity Mobile is powered by 
X� nity’s residential broadband 

service, which includes xFi, 
xFi Advanced Security, X� nity 
Flex and Peacock Premium. 
In addition, X� nity Internet 

combines the best nationwide 
cellular 5G with more than 20 

million WiFi hotspots.
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